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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
FEBRUARY 19, 2015

SUBJECT:

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS

ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE STATUS REPORT

RECOMMENDATION

Receive and file the status report on efforts underway to use technology and innovation
to improve the customer experience on Metro's Bus and Rail system, and mobility in the
region in general.

ISSUE

This report provides key accomplishments since the last update in November 2014 to
further the goal of improving the customer experience as well as a look-ahead to the
next update in April 2015.

DISCUSSION

The following is a summary of progress on customer focused activities for the
referenced period .

1.

VetsGo511 .com Website- Completed

A new website "VetsGo511.com" was launched on Veteran's Day 2014.
This program aims to build community relationships that will continue to address the
transportation needs of veterans, the active military, their families, and other
transportation disadvantaged populations in Los Angeles County through partnerships
developed with the Los Angeles County Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies (LA
SAFE), Southern California 511, Access, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and
various veteran groups.

The website includes adaptive design techniques to allow easy access from mobile
devices and features a trip planner, transit maps, and a wealth of resource information
for locating jobs, housing, healthcare and educational programs and opportunities.

2.

Metro TAP Call Center- Completed

The Metro TAP Call Center completed its transition from a previously outsourced
function to a Metro in-house operation in early September 2014 . A new phone system ,
using the latest Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) was implemented in December
2014 and will allow for future capabilities such as the integration of email, chat and
social media support. In addition to Metro customers, the new Center also supports
callers for a growing list of TAP municipal agencies as well.
TAP led the effort that involved Communications, ITS, and eight other departments. A
training program was created for 56 employees (46 TCU) and network and
communications technology was installed to implement a system that is now being
looked at as a model by other transit agencies in cities such as Portland . The transition
has resulted in better service and was cost-neutral to the Agency.

3.

Technology Roundtable Workshop with Industry Leaders- Completed

A one-day technology roundtable workshop entitled "Metro and the Digital Future" was
conducted on November 7, 2014. In attendance were industry leaders across a variety
of transportation modes and CIO's from transit agencies throughout the US and
Canada to discuss Metro's needs and potential solutions related to: next generation trip
planning and fare systems; the transit station of the future; and multi-modal integration.
The workshop brought together representatives from transit, technology, academia,
bike/car sharing and government to collaborate and identify a list of promising ideas
that Metro may wish to pursue to enhance the customer experience, now or in the
future. Metro is already following up on several of the ideas presented .
The event was very well received by the approximately 200 attendees and concluded
with a speech by Metro Board Chair, Mayor Eric Garcetti.
A comprehensive summary report (Metro Digital Future Summary Report) covering all 9
sessions (30 presentations in all) was published and distributed to key stakeholders to
capture the highlights of the event.

4.

Partnering with the Los Angeles Region Imagery Acquisition Consortium (LARIAC) - Completed

Metro has officially joined LAR-IAC . Along with 30 other government agencies, this
partnership with Los Angeles County will enhance Metro's ability to provide map and
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associated aerial photography data needed for mapping and Geographic Information
System (GIS) support. Customer facing applications like the Trip Planner and Next Trip
real-time arrivals will benefit from highly detailed aerial photography while internal
systems such as scheduling, automated vehicle tracking, and construction will also
benefit from more accurate vector data.
Joining the consortium and sharing data will reduce duplicate efforts, make more
effective use of public funds, and ensure compatibility with our sister agencies in the
region while providing a rich source of accurate data to be used by internal systems
and enhance customer facing applications.

Go-Metro Mobile Application - v3. 0 - Completed, Production Release

5.

This new mobile app (previously released in beta) was officially launched December 22,
2014. The new app integrates realtime information, system alerts, trip planning, go511
road data and contact information for Customer Relations, TAP, and the Sheriff Transit
Unit all with an updated user interface.
A new "MyMetro" feature allows patrons to designate favorite stations, stops, maps or
trips. Combined with user history and geo location information, the app more effectively
targets alerts and system information to the user.
To date, there have been more than 100,000 downloads.

6.

Customer Oriented Technology Based Investment Strategy- In Development

Much work was completed during the period in developing the Customer Oriented .
Technology Based Investment Strategy. The Strategy has been fine-tuned and is
currently being vetted by the Executive Steering Committee for the verification of the
proposed projects implementation plan .
Specific accomplishments are outlined below.
Completed the following Phase 3 activities:
•

•

Defined scoring approach to be used by each member of the Executive
Steering Committee and their organization for each of the 28 candidate new
projects identified in order to establish project priorities.
Reviewed the new projects with each Executive Steering Committee member
and their respective staff, and obtained their scores for the candidate
projects.
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•
•

•

Analyzed all project scores received and developed the overall
scores/priorities for the projects.
Created the relative project ran kings in preparation for finalizing the Customer
Oriented Technology Based project implementation plan which will use a pilot
project approach .
Reviewed the list of alternative funding sources and the types of projects that
can fit their criteria.

The investment strategy including project rankings/priorities and funding
recommendations for pilot and proof of concept projects will be finalized in the next
quarter.

7.

Wi-Fi on Buses- Completed Lab Testing

Lab testing of equipment from leading Wi-Fi vendors was successfully completed.
During the upcoming quarter up to nine buses will be outfitted with Wi-Fi using
evaluation units supplied by three vendors. This pilot testing will also provide Metro
secured remote access to the security cameras on board these buses. Evaluation and
testing will continue through the following quarter to assess customer usage, coverage,
reliability and potential for expansion.

8.

TAP Vending Machine (TVM) Screen-Flow Improvements -In Progress

A modified TVM with enhanced screen-flow to simplify use by customers has been
developed in the TAP Development Lab and is undergoing testing and evaluation for
future production release at select stations.
*Note: this project was pushed back from its original date, around the time of the recent
fare increase, to avoid implementing too many customer changes at one time.

9.

TAP Mobile App Development- In Progress

A Near Field Communications based technology RFP was recently released which will
provide for the development of an advanced mobile app that will allow customers to
load fare products from their smart phones to TAP cards, and in a later release use
smart phones in lieu of TAP cards to pass through the latched gates.
The current text based mobile app was enhanced to allow customers to purchase both
7-day and 30-day passes and the service was extended for an additional year of pilot
testing.
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NEXT STEPS
Staff will develop and implement customer experience related initiatives as well as
continue to evaluate other technology applications that will benefit Metro's customers.
Look-Ahead for Next Period
Staff will report back in April 2015 with a progress update on a variety of customer
related technology initiatives, including:

A. Evaluate proposals for advanced TAP mobile payment app.
B. Complete real-time digital signage for Harbor Transit Way.
C. Customer Oriented Technology Based Investment Strategy - finalize Metro's
technology-based investment strategy for improving the customer experience
including funding recommendations.
D. Complete contract for TAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System
pilot program.
E. Automate the bike locker rental/registration program.
F. Begin limited pilot testing of Wi-Fi on buses.

Prepared by:

Doug Anderson, Director Information Technology- (213) 922-7042
David Edwards, Chief Information Officer
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David C. Edwards
Chief Information Officer

~~~

Arthur T. Leahy •.
Chief Executive Officer
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